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Hybrid Approach for Heart Disease Prediction using Machine 

Learning Framework 
  

 

 

Abstract— Machine Learning is the procedure of 

information assessing from different perspectives and 

uniting into helpful data. This technique is used for finding 

heart disease. Based on risk factor the heart diseases can be 

defined very easily. The primary point of this work is to 

assess diverse grouping strategies in heart determination. 

First, the heart numeric dataset is extracted and preprocess 

them. After that using extract the features that is condition to 

find to be classified by machine learning. Compared to 

existing; machine learning provides better performance. 

After Classification, execution standards including precision, 

accuracy, F-measure is to be determined. Machine Learning 

gives better execution. The comparison measure expose that 

Random Forest is the best classifier for the diagnosis of 

heart disease on the existing dataset. 

 
Index Terms—Machine learning, heart disease prediction, feature 

selection, prediction Model, classification algorithms. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A hazardous illness called intense myocardial 

localized necrosis, normally called as cardiovascular failure 

is caused when the blood stream towards the heart muscles 

is out of nowhere blocked.  A blockage can develop due to a 

emergence of plaque, a substance mostly made up of fat, 

cholesterol and cellular waste products occurring due to an 

insufficient blood supply. This causes a number of the gut’s 

muscles begin to die. Without early medical treatment this 

damage is often permanent. This is a significant reason for 

unexpected passing in urban just as provincial zones. Early 

discovery of the profound chest torment on time is of 

preeminent significance for precise visualization. The 

delayed prediction may result in to severe damage to cardiac 

muscle. There is certain situation in which an individual 

suffering from a severe and unbearable pain, may neglect to 

visit the doctor due numerous reasons which includes 

personal, professional reasons or occasionally due to the 

overconfidence that how can they have a heart problem? 

This is due to lack of awareness among the people who does 

not realize that the pain can be afflicted to the cardiac arrest. 

In the ongoing past, web and portable application is 

massively favored innovation significantly by all the age 

gatherings of populace. This gives a new path in developing 

an application which would be able to anticipate the 

episodes of heart attack leading to its accurate diagnosis.This 

may help in the early location of the cardiovascular failure 

and dormer assessment by the specialists giving early 

treatment. The most common and significant cause of heart 

issue is the pain along with other characteristics making a 

person susceptible to heart attack.In the era of modern life 

science, technology and biological equipment have 

effectively abated the death rate of many diseases. But 

cancer, chronic respiratory illness are getting fatal at an 

alarming rate.  

Overall the medical sector is enriched with 

information but the critical deficit of medical data mining is 

their volume and complexity, poor mathematical 

categorization, and canonical form. Our proposed project has 

utilized advanced machine learning techniques to discover 

knowledge from the collected medical datasets. Abridging 

the delay time between onset of a heart attack and seeking 

treatment is a major issue which need alleviation. 

Individuals busy at their shelter places or offices with their 

regular works and rural people lacking an instance over the 

symptoms of heart attack may neglect the chest discomfort. 

With no exact intention to neglect it, an individual might 

pass the time and prolonging the visit hospital after a while. 

Regarding the heart attack, time matters most. 

 There are numerous Mobile Health apparatuses 

accessible to the shopper in the anticipation of CVD, for 

example, self-observing portable applications. Present 

science shows the proof on the utilization of the huge swath 

of cell phones, for example, utilization of cell phones for 

correspondence and criticism, Smartphone applications. As 

medicinal finding of coronary episode is significant yet 

confused and expensive. The determination of coronary 

illness is normally founded on signs, side effects, and 

physical assessment of the patient. The analysis of coronary 

illness is a difficult assignment, which can offer 

computerized forecasts about the heart state of the patient 

with the goal that further treatment can be made compelling. 

A significant test looked by medicinal services associations, 

for example, clinics and clinical focuses are the 

arrangements of value administrations at reasonable 

expenses.  

Undertaking, we will proposed a framework for 

therapeutic determination that would upgrade restorative 

mind and lessen cost. Our aim is to provide a ubiquitous 
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service that is both feasible, sustainable, and which also 

make people to assess their risk for heart attack at that point 

of time or later. 

 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Sayantan Mukhopadhyay et.al, [1] exhibited a wide 

extent of heart condition is portrayed by a serious appraisal 

of the features of the ECG report. Modified extraction of time 

plane features is significant for recognizing evidence of 

basic cardiovascular diseases. This work presents a multi-

objective wavelet change based structure for 

acknowledgment 'P', 'Q', 'R', 'S', 'T' tops complex from one 

of a kind ECG signal. 'R-R' time sneak past is a critical 

minutia of the ECG signal that thinks about the heartbeat of 

the related person. Surprising augmentation in height of the 

'R' wave or changes in the estimation of the 'R-R' show 

various idiosyncrasies of the human heart. Correspondingly 

'P-P', 'Q-Q', 'S-S', 'T-T' in like manner looks at to changed 

characteristics of heart and their apex sufficiency moreover 

considers other cardiovascular ailments. At this moment the 

'PQRST' tops are stepped and taken care of over the entire 

sign and the time interval between two consecutive 'R' tops 

and various zeniths break are evaluated to find variations 

from the norm in the lead of heart, accepting any. 

M.A.Jabbar et.al, [2] focuses another philosophy 

for applying association oversees in the Medical Domain to 

discover Heart Disease Prediction. The human 

administration industry accumulates a tremendous 

proportion of social protection data which, tragically are not 

mined to discover covered information for ground-breaking 

dynamics. Disclosure of hid models and associations as 

often as possible goes unexploited. Data mining techniques 

can help fix this condition. Information mining has 

discovered various applications in Business and Scientific 

spaces. Affiliation rules, arrangements, bunching are 

significant zones of enthusiasm for information mining. 

Chaitrali S Dangare [3] has researched desire 

systems for Heart disease using a progressive number of data 

properties. The work uses therapeutic terms, for instance, 

sex, beat, cholesterol-like 13 attributes to anticipate the 

likelihood of patient getting a Heart disease. So far, 13 

qualities are used for desire. This assessment work included 

two extra qualities for instance heftiness and smoking. The 

AI arrangement calculations, for example, Decision Trees, 

Naive Bayes, and Neural Networks are broke down on the 

Heart malady database. 

M.Akhil jabbar et.al, [4] shows that K-Nearest 

neighbor (KNN) is a basic, generally mainstream, 

profoundly productive, and viable procedure for design 

acknowledgment. KNN is a straight forward classifier, 

where parts are ordered dependent on the class of their 

closest neighbor. Clinical information bases are large 

volume in nature. On the off chance that the informational 

collection contains over the top and unessential 

characteristics, arrangements may make the less exact 

outcome. Coronary illness is the best reason for death in 

INDIA. In Andhra Pradesh, the coronary ailment was the 

best explanation behind mortality speaking to 32%of all 

passings, a rate as high as Canada (35%) and the USA. 

Accordingly, there is a need to portray a decision sincerely 

strong system that urges clinicians to make judicious steps. 

At the present time another procedure which unites KNN 

with a genetic technique for the convincing course of action. 

The inherited technique performs overall chase in complex 

enormous and multimodal scenes and give a perfect game 

plan. 

Amma, N.G.B [5] has proposed clinical Diagnosis 

Systems that assumes a significant job in clinical practice 

and are utilized by clinical specialists for conclusion and 

treatment. In this work, a clinical conclusion framework is 

characterized by anticipating the danger of cardiovascular 

malady. This framework is worked by joining the generally 

favorable circumstances of hereditary strategy and neural 

system. Multilayered feed-forward neural systems are 

specially adjusted to complex order issues. Loads of the 

neural system are resolved to utilize hereditary procedure 

since it finds acceptably great arrangement of loads in less 

number of cycles. 

Sahar H. El-Khafifand Mohamed A. El-Brawany[6]  

introduced that the ECG signal is eminent for its nonlinear 

changing behavior and a key trademark that is utilized at the 

present time; nonlinear section of its components changes 

more normally among common and irregular conditions than 

does the straight one. As the higher-demand bits of 

knowledge (HOS) keep up stage information, this work uses 

one-dimensional cuts from the higher-demand spooky area 

of common and ischemic subjects. A feed-forward multilayer 

neural framework (NN) with a botch back inducing (BP) 

learning strategy was used as a robotized ECG classifier to find 

the opportunity of seeing ischemic coronary disease from 

normal ECG signals. 
M. Vijayavanan et.al, [7] utilized programmed 

ECG characterization is a demonstrating apparatus for the 

cardiologists in clinical analysis for powerful medicines. In 

this work, propose productive strategies to consequently 

order the ECG signals into ordinary and arrhythmia 

influenced (strange) parts. For these classifications, 

morphological highlights are removed to show the ECG 

signal. The probabilistic neural system (PNN) is the 

demonstrating procedure added to catch the dispersion of the 

component vectors for characterization and the exhibition is 

determined. ECG time arrangement flags in this work are 

tough situations from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. 

I. S. Siva Rao, T. Srinivasa Rao [8] anticipated that 

heart infections are the most broad initiate for human biting 

the dust. Consistently, 7.4 million passings are credited to 

heart infections (cardiovascular arrhythmia) including 52% 

of passings because of strokes and 47% passings because of 

coronary heart maladies. Consequently recognizable proof of 

various heart illnesses in the essential stages turns out to be 

significant for the security of cardiovascular related 

passings. The current ordinary ECG examination techniques 

like, RR interval, Wavelet change with order calculations, 

for example, Support Vector machine K-Nearest Neighbor 

and Levenberg Marquardt Neural Network are utilized for 
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identification of cardiovascular arrhythmia Using these 

methods enormous number of highlights are separated 

however it won't recognize precisely the issue. 

Saba Bashir et.al, [9] has described the expectation of 

coronary illness in the clinical field using information 

science. Since a ton of exploration does investigate 

identified with that issue, the precision of the conjecture still 

can't seem to be improved. Along these lines, this 

exploration centers around include choice strategies and 

calculations in which numerous informational collections on 

coronary illness are utilized for test investigation and to 

show more prominent precision. 

Senthilkumar Mohan et.al, [10] proposed a novel 

strategy that targets finding huge highlights by applying AI 

methods bringing about improving the exactness in the 

forecast of cardiovascular malady. The prediction model is 

introduced with different combinations of features and 

severalknown classification techniques. 
Ms.M.C.S.Geetha et.al, [11] analyzed the commonly 

used classification algorithms in the medical data set that helps 

predict heart diseases that are the main ones Cause of death 

throughout the world. It is mind-boggling for specialists 

Professionals to foresee the coronary episode as required 

understanding and information. The human services area 

today contains covered up however significant data to make 

choices. The examinations did to uncover this calculation. 
As expected J48, SIMPLE CART and REPTREE Greater 

predictive precision as other algorithms. 

Zeinab Arabasadi et.al, [12] proposed an 

exceptionally precise crossbreed strategy for the analysis of 

coronary corridor illness. As a matter of fact, the proposed 

method is able to increase the performance of neural network by 

approximately 10 through enhancing its initial weights using 

genetic algorithm. 

Jagdeep Singh et.al, [13] has proposed the 

development of a framework based on associative classification 

techniques on heart dataset for diagnosis of heart based 

diseases. The usage of work is done on the Cleveland heart -

infections dataset from the UCI repository to test on various 

information mining methods. The different credits identified 

with the reason for heart illnesses are sexual orientation, age, 

chest torment type, pulse, glucose and so on that can foresee 

early side effects coronary illness. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A novel Heart attack prediction mechanism is 

proposed which first learns deep features and then trains 

these learned features. Experimental results shows that the 

classifier beats every single other classifier when prepared 

with all traits and the same preparing tests. It is additionally 

exhibited that presentation improvement is factually huge. 

Prediction of heart attack using a low population, high 

dimensional dataset is challenging due to insufficient 

samples to learn an accurate mapping among features and 

class labels. Current literature for the most part handles this 

undertaking through high quality component creation and 

determination. Naive Bayes and Random Forest is seen as 

ready to recognize the fundamental structure of information 

contrast with different strategies. 

A. Architecture: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Proposed System Architecture 

B. Algorithms: 

 

1. Naive Bayes Algorithm: 
Naive Bayes (NB) algorithm is the algorithm that 

learns the likelihood of an item with specific highlights having 

a place with a specific class. To put it plainly, it is a 

probabilistic classifier. The Naive Bayes calculation is named 

"naive" on the grounds that it makes that the event of a specific 

component is free of the event of different highlights. Here we 

group the guts illness upheld heart check-up traits. Naive Bayes 

or Bayes' Rule is that the reason for a few AI and information 

preparing strategies. The standard (calculation) is utilized to 

make models with prescient capacities. It gives better 

approaches for investigating and getting information. 

 

For what reason to favor Naive Bayes execution:  

 

1) When the information is high.  

2) When the properties are autonomous of one another.  

3) When we anticipate increasingly productive yield, when 

contrasted with different techniques yield. 

Naive Bayes classifier ascertains the likelihood of an 

occasion in the accompanying advances:  

 

The NB algorithm working: 

Step 1: Calculate the prior likelihood for given class names  

Step 2: Find likelihood with each trait for each class  

Step 3: Put these incentives in Bayes Formula and ascertain 

back likelihood.  

Step 4: See which class has a higher likelihood, given the 

information has a place with the higher likelihood class. 

 

Based on all these information and steps we classify to 

predict the heart disease depending on heart checkup 

attributes. 
 

2. Random Forest Algorithm: 
Random forest (RF) is an ensemble learning algorithm. The 

essential premise of the algorithm is that building a little 

decision-tree with few features may be a computationally cheap 

processAs we realize that a forest is comprised of trees and 

more trees imply increasingly strong forests. Likewise, RF 

calculation makes choice trees on information tests and 

afterward gets the forecast from every one of them lastly 

chooses the best arrangement by methods for voting. It is an 

outfit technique that is better than a single choice tree since it 

decreases the over-fitting by averaging the outcome. 
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The RF algorithm working:  

The working of Random Forest Algorithm with the assistance 

of following advances −  
Step 1: First, start with the determination of irregular examples 

from a given dataset.  

Step 2: Next, this calculation will develop a choice tree for each 

example. At that point, it will get the forecast outcome from 

each choice tree.  

Step 3: In this progression, voting will be performed for each 

anticipated outcome.  

Step 4: At last, select the most voted forecast result as the last 

expectation result. 

For expectation a substitution test is pushed down the tree. 

It's appointed the name of the preparation test inside the 

terminal hub it wraps up in. This technique is iterated over 

all trees inside the troupe, and along these lines the normal 

vote of all trees is accounted for as random forest prediction. 
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The overall accuracy of Naïve Bayes and Random 

Forest classification technique. So this works gives better heart 

disease prediction compare to existing method. We compared 

the proposed heart disease prediction accuracy on number of 

samples and show the result graphically. Let see the following 

graph and table shows the heart disease prediction accuracy 

result based on naïve Bayes and Random Forest classification 

technique. 
 

 
Fig. 2.  Performance Analysis Graph 

 

 Naive Bayes Random Forest 

Precision 64.6 % 52.70% 

Recall 82.1% 84.11% 

F-Measure 77.8% 73.30% 

Accuracy 88.02% 91.26% 
 

Table 1. Performance Result 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this proposed approach, we have introduced a 

novel methodology for the arrangement of the coronary 

illness. Approval of the proposed strategy should be possible 

by consolidating understanding heart testing results 

subtleties to foresee the sort of coronary illness utilizing AI. 

Train informational collections have been taken from the 

UCI repository. Our approach uses Naive Bayes and 

Random Forest technique which is a considerate appropriate 

classification method. This prediction model will certainly 

assist the doctors in the efficacious prognosis of the cardiac 

ailment with fewer attributes. In India, Andhra Pradesh state 

contributes primely for the mortality rates. Hence 

Identification of major risk factors, enhancing decision 

support systems, and effective control measures and health 

education programs will hamper the progression of heart 

disease mortality. 
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